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What an opportunity and a privilege… to summit hills and mountains by just 
sitting on chairs. It’s not the only way to do it, but for many of us, riding chairs 
up to slide sideways down hills has been a good part of life. Take a moment  

and appreciate that. 

Airblaster is 16 or 17 years old now, I never know for sure. It was founded in  
the early 2000’s to give unsolicited advice to friends and strangers. That the 
best way to approach snowboarding is simply by having fun doing it. Look  

up, breathe deep (and/or grunt out loud). Challenge yourself. Share your style, 
respect others’. Make new friends. Plan a trip with old friends. 

The way we form our team, the partnerships we make, the way we approach 
product at Airblaster: All of these missions are undertaken with the end goal to 
improve the experience of sliding sideways down a hill. And to do our best to 

support good people who support us. For every person involved in the creation 
of Airblaster, passion and dedication make the deal. The labor of love is real. 

We’re basically a bunch of maniacs. Maniacs who care (occasionally too much, 
allegedly) about snowboarding. About doing it proper. And about designing and 

delivering products that make sideways sliding even more awesome. Please 
enjoy these pages, and the products we’ve created for above stated activities.

Stay Wild Always — Terry
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NINJA SUIT 
BASELAYER

LANDFORM 
MID-LAYER

AIRBLASTER 
OUTERWEAR

Built upon the rock solid foundation of our Ninja Suit base layers, Airblaster creates 
not just well designed and executed individual pieces, but complete layering systems 
designed to fit your style and work seamlessly together to help regulate your personal 

microclimate during the mission du jour.

LAYERING SYSTEMS
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WATERPROOFING

30K

15K

10K

30,000mm + 20,000g/m²/24hr EcoVortex laminate + fully seam sealed
3-layer, 2-layer, and Stretch laminate options available
Recycled-content 30K fabrics, 80/50 Eco DWR

15,000mm + 10,000g/m²/24hr laminated + fully seam sealed
2-layer and Stretch laminate options available
Premium hand feel fabrics, 15K protection

10,000mm + 10,000g/m²/24hr laminated + strategic seams sealed
2-layer and Stretch laminate options available
Durability and accessibility, 10K function

30K / BEAST SERIES

15K / GLACIER SERIES

10K / FREEDOM SERIES

WATERPROOFING ICONS
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INSULATION

Laminated Membranes = superior waterproofing and breathability
3L construction or 2L with taffeta, stretch satin, or tricot lining
Shell options available in all series / waterproof ratings

Zonal options = best balance of warmth & mobility
Primaloft = packable, thermally efficient, premium insulation
40-60g / Warmer options available in all series

Zonal options = best balance of warmth & mobility
Primaloft = packable, thermally efficient, premium insulation
80-200g / Warmest options available in all series

SHELL + LAYERING =  maximum versatility & highest performance

40-60G INSULATION

80-200G INSULATION

WARMER

INSULATION ICONS

SHELL

WARMEST
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MEN’S FIT GUIDE

RELAXED BAGGY

Enough room to 
tweak, extra length at 
rear drop tail.

Enough room to 
tweak, +1 inch extra 
front and back length.

Enough room to 
tweak, regular length 
in body.

Relaxed snowboard 
fit with elastic bottom 
and stretch fabric.

Relaxed snowboard  
fit has room to move 
and tweak.

WideAF, hella room, 
zero restrictions to 
twist up them shifties.

BLASTER DROP BLASTER LONGBLASTER FIT
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WOMEN’S FIT GUIDE

TAILORED CURVESLIM

Low to medium curve, 
slim tailored leg, with 
stretch to tweak

Medium curve, tailored 
leg, snowboard fit with 
room to tweak

Medium to high curve, 
athletic thigh, tailored 
leg with stretch

Enough room to 
tweak, extra length at 
rear drop tail.

Enough room to 
tweak, +1 inch extra 
front and back length.

Enough room to 
tweak, regular length 
in body.

BLASTER DROP BLASTER LONGBLASTER FIT
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Hannah Eddy is a hard-slashing, art-splashing, 
powder-surfing machine. She’s a creative human 
whose accolades include world champion undercover 
professional pastry chef / pro baker, off-grid Sierra 
Nevada homestead pioneer, and in-demand artistic 
collaboration partner.  Her paintings and illustrations 
reflect her great love for undertaking adventure in wild 
places, exploring new zones in sideways fashion, and 
keeping life as simple and light as possible. 

Thanks Hannah for splashing this Airblaster line with  
your pen stroke, for helping us to Stay Wild, and for 
inspiring us to surf everything in sight!

EDDY
H A NN A H

COLLABORATION 

HANNAH |  2003

Birds of Paradise swoops through the hot jungle, snatching up 
tropical colors in its beak, before banking hard and climbing steeply, 
on a delivery route to snow covered peaks. Like a mango margarita 

you drink through a powder snorkel, our Birds of Paradise palate 
delivers a lil’ splash to make you smile. Foundation colors are the 
deep greens of jungle foliage and the misty blue-green-greys of 

ocean scape. Towards the evening, we bask in the sun scorched 
mango lavender sunset. Sleep well friends, tomorrow we summit 

an epic Ecuadorian volcano, rimmed in fog, and topped with a fresh 
blast of powder. Our guides? Tim and Hannah Eddy. They are locals 
here. They know the way and they will lead us safely to from liquid 

wave, up through jungle, deep into the cherry cherry pow pow.

BIRDS OF PARADISE
COLOR STORY:
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Lucas Beaufort is a hard working man.  He’s passionate 
about what he does, which is to bring the creatures from 
his imagination to life on a wall, magazine covers, or 
Ninja Suit near you.  From Miami Beach to Beijing, to 
India, and back to his native France, Lucas’s creatures 
exist as part of their own self-generating ecosystem. Like 
Lucas, they generally seem to be having a good time, 
spreading the love, and are often found sliding sideways 
to get their kicks. Lucas is a lifelong skateboarder and 
snowboarder, now contributing to the fabric of this 
culture that he’s lived since day one. 

Thanks Lucas, for collaborating with us on our second 
AIRBLASTER x LB collab, for staying real, and for 
keeping it wild worldwide!

BEAUFORT
L U C A S

COLLABORATION 

ARIZONA SHIFTY
COLOR STORY:

Arizona Shifty invites you to sit with us, have a banana split on the 
deck, and enjoy the view. Breezy airborne pastels keep things cool, 

while dark chocolate and magical lizards keep the sky tied to the 
earth. In the foreground, 90’s snowboard style keeps lighting things 
on fire before jibbing them. This trademark Airblaster combination 

may explain how pastels actually make you look tough. Think about 
it. Could you wear them if you weren’t a total badass? No pressure. 
Back to color though, because while sun bleached pastels are busy 

promoting your smooth levitation, Lucas Beaufort’s creatures run 
wild across the stark landscape, kicking up dust. This dust seeds the 
impending clouds just enough to give the powder flakes something to 
hold on to as they form, fall, and stack up for two days and nights. Its 

Thursday tomorrow, the lifts open, and we’re skipping school. 

LUCAS |  1989
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3L and 2L EcoVortex 
made with 38% 

recycled content

Articulated fits for 
movement in the 

mountains

Welded bartacks 
for bombproof, 

waterproof 
reinforcement at 

stress points.

YKK Aquaguard® 
waterproof for all 
exposed zippers

Flourocarbon Free 
DWR with ultimate 
80/50 performance

30K / 20K laminate + 
full seam taping

Laminated details 
for maximum 

waterproofing and 
structure

2L Stretch EcoVortex 
made with 65% 
recycled content

SERIES 

BEAST 
Descended from a 
lineage of alpine shred 
domination, Beast is 
the culmination of 15+ 
years of Airblaster 
outerwear evolution.  
Inspired and worn by 
the likes of Temple 
Cummins and Tim 
Eddy, this is outerwear 
destined for legendary 
adventure.  Beast 
Series garments keep 
you warm, dry, and 
performing your best, 
even when Mother 
Nature throws her 
worst.

ME N’ S
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LAYERS & LOOKS

BEAST SERIES
30K EVOLUTION TO ENLIGHTEN YOUR LOAD

BEAST SUIT / NAVY BEAST 3L JACKET / YOLO 
BEAST BIB / NAVY

BEAST 2L JACKET / GRIZZLY
BEAST BIB / BLACK

BEAST 2L JACKET / MANGO
BEAST BIB / BARNEY

BEAST 2L JACKET / ATLANTIC 
BEAST BIB / GRIZZLY

BEAST SUIT / MANGO BARNEY

TIM
 / 6′0″ 175LB
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Yolo

BEAST 3L JACKET
Our most technical jacket, designed and built specifically for the purpose of slaying 
the deepest powder.  3-Layer construction, 30K recycled fabric, and highly ventilated 
chest pockets to keep your skins warm and your microclimate dialed. After 4 years 
of refinement by our Team, this is the best-fitting, most waterproof and breathable 
Airblaster jacket we’ve ever made.

SHELL BLASTER FIT30K

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Classic Blaster fit with articulated sleeves and  

slight drop tail
• 3 Layer Shell
• 3 Layer Fully Seam Taped Beast construction
• 3 Layer laminated Eco-Vortex fabric made with 

recycled polyester
• Rudolf Biofinish 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof center front and chest 

pocket zipper
• Ergonomic 3-way adjustable hood
• 2XL mesh-lined venting chest pockets fit  

splitboard skins
• Napoleon pocket with YKK Aquaguard® Waterproof 

zipper and media cord hole at chest
• Zippered underarm vents
• Adjustable hook-and-loop + snap cuff closure
• Elastic thumb loops at cuffs
• Beast trims package
• Removable powder skirt with pass pocket window
• High density Beast Mountain print at chest

Vintage Black Navy Barney

High density Beast Mountain print at chest

Zippered underarm vents

2XL mesh-lined venting chest pockets fit splitboard skins

Ergonomic 3-way adjustable hood

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof center front and chest pocket zipper

3 Layer Fully Seam Taped Beast construction
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BEAST BIB
Charge hard and rest easy, knowing you’re completely protected.  With the addition 
of welded bartacks, laminated storm flaps, and optional lower leg cuff cinch, our 
best-in-class Beast Bib is now more stormproof than ever.  Full front chest zip with 
2-way zipper means smooth entry/exit and easy, dribble free pit stops.  If you’re look-
ing for the best, protect dat chest.  Bib up and forget about it.  

SHELL RELAXED30K

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Relaxed Fit with articulated knees
• 2 Layer Shell
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Beast construction
• 2 Layer Eco-Vortex with Stretch Eco-Vortex at seat 

and knees
• Rudolf Biofinish 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacks 
• Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
• 2 way zipper at center front - easy pee-zy!
• Integrated heavy duty woven nylon waist belt
• Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff 

cinch
• 5 zippered pockets 
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Ladder lock side body adjustments
• Beast trims package
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

BarneyGrizzlyBlack Navy

Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

Ladder lock side body adjustments

Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff cinch 

Integrated heavy duty woven nylon waist belt

2 way zipper at center front - easy pee-zy!

Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
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Mango

BEAST 2L JACKET
30K Eco Vortex protection with ultralight, packable Primaloft® insulation. The Beast 
2L is sleek and stormproof, with just a touch of Primaloft® insulation to stomp out 
drafts and keep you warm when the winter wind starts whipping. Like having a 
midweight mid layer built seamlessly and efficiently into your shell, you can now 
simplify your kit: Simply grab the Beast 2L and leave the mid layer in the car. 

WARMER BLASTER LONG30K

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster Long Fit 
• 40g Primaloft® packable insulation with highest 

warmth-to-weight ratio
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Beast construction
• 2 Layer laminated Eco-Vortex fabric made with 

recycled polyester
• Rudolf Biofinish 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK zippers with durable Beast Series zipper pullers 

throughout
• Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
• 2 way zipper at center front
• 3 zippered external pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacks 
• Molded Airblaster Airpill cuff closure
• Mesh goggle pocket inside
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Removable powder skirt with pass pocket window
• Media cord port through chest pocket
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

Black Grizzly

Atlantic

Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

Molded Airblaster Airpill cuff closure

Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacks 

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
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BEAST SUIT
Pillage powder like a Beast.  The 2020 Beast Suit takes powder protection to the next 
level with 30K head-to-toe protection, welded bar tacs, zonal stretch, and a conve-
nient waist zip for answering nature’s call. One-piece coverage is seamlessly superior 
to that offered by any pant+jacket setup and the associated gaps that emerge when 
tomahawking ass-over-teakettle. One piece = no gaps. Snorkel not included.

SHELL30K

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster / Relaxed fit with articulated arms and knees
• 2 Layer Shell 
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Beast construction
• 2 Layer Eco-Vortex with Stretch Eco-Vortex at seat and knees
• Rudolf Biofinish 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacks 
• Ergonomic 3-way adjustable hood
• 350° Waistband zipper for smooth #2s
• 2 way zipper at center front - easy pee-zy!
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm and inner leg vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• 6 zippered pockets
• Molded Airblaster Airpill cuff closure
• Media cord port through chest pocket
• Laminated ticket wicket eyelet at waistband
• Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacs 
• Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff cinch 
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Beast trims package
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

MangoYolo NavyVintage Black

BLASTER FIT RELAXED

Laser cut Hypalon Beast patch at chest

Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff cinch 

Laminated storm flaps with welded bar tacks 

Molded Airblaster Airpill cuff closure

350° Waistband zipper for smooth #2s

Ergonomic 3-way adjustable hood
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Zonal stretch / zonal 
insulation options for 

optimized performance

Mesh lined 
venting to regulate 
temperature on hill

Leg gaiter with 
with lace hook to 
seal out snow

15K / 10K laminate + 
full seam taping

Lycra wrist gaiters 
seal snow out and 

keep heat in

From vintage thrift-lifted styles that 
fit you perfectly, to next level game 

changing silhouettes, our Glacier Series 
seamlessly incorporates pedigreed 
storm protection with progressive 

style.  Designed for the 100+ day rider, 
the Airblaster Glacier Series offers 

something tasty for everyone, whether 
your preferred flavor is Mild, Medium, or 

completely Wild.

Removeable power skirt 
with pass window

Durable 15K stretch 
fabrication in all  
Glacier Series pants

GLACIER SERIES 

ME N’ S
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GLACIER SERIES

LAYERS & LOOKS

15K STYLES FROM MILD TO WILD

TRENCHOVER / CHOCOLATE
KRILL BIB / SANDSTONE

TRENCHOVER / BLACK HOT CORAL
ELASTIC BOSS PANT / PEWTER 

HERITAGE PARKA / RUST
KRILL BIB / LB LIZARD 

HERITAGE PARKA / ATLANTIC
KRILL BIB / DK GOLD 

TRENCHOVER / LB LIZARD
ELASTIC BOSS PANT / VINTAGE BLACK

TRENCHOVER / SPRUCE LAVENDER
ELASTIC BOSS PANT / GOLD YOLO
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HE TealPewterVintage Black Dark Red Gold Yolo

OG Dino Gold

15K SHELL BLASTER DROP

Airblaster invented the pullover. Not true. However, we do make a juicy one. And 
since we’re often claustrophobic and sweaty, we designed this one with a deep neck 
zip for easy ventilation, a full side entry zip to dress or undress in a hurry, and plenty 
of room in the fit to accommodate your most epic dance moves. Get dipped and be 
dripped with so much style... they really outta call it the Drench-over.  Zing.

TRENCHOVER JACKET

SHELL15K

Pretty sure Airblaster invented these. Actually true. Maybe. The first outerwear pants 
that Airblaster ever developed in around 2004 had elastic bottoms. We brought sam-
ples to the trade show. People said, “Ha-ha. … Seriously, though. ... They’re going 
to have normal bottoms, right?” And we were like, “Duh. Yes. Like, that elastic is just 
a joke, obviously.” and we changed them. But it wasn’t a joke. We were crying. But 
now we laugh. Teehee.

ELASTIC BOSS PANT

Chocolate

Spruce Lavender

Stay Wild embroidery at right thigh

Elastic gripper cuff at bottom openings

Built-in adjustable elastic waist belt for extreme comfort

Stay Wild patch at left chest

Full body side zip for easy entry and exit

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

HE TealChocolateLB LizardBlack Hot Coral
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Max Warbington:  Insatiable innovator, influencer, producer, and 
founding member of Tre Squad and Lick the Cat crews.  Alien 
conspiracy theorist, or Alien conspirator?  Yes, Daddy Warbs 
continues to craft his own path through the world of snowboarding, 
leaving behind a shining snail trail of his own unique style.  He has 
again taken his paintbrush to the Trenchover, added an exclusive Tre 
Wild patch, and called it his own.

MAX TRENCHOVER JACKET

SHELL15K

Ever party so hard on your board that your knees get faded?  What 
we have here is a classic faded knee.  Patch.  On a black Elastic Boss 
Pant.  Its a good way to let your legs do the talking, and stay chill while 
standing out.  So put that in your Brain Bowl and smoke it.  In no way 
does Airblaster encourage or condone drinking anything more than 
water, or Blasting anything more than Air while doing the boarding.  
So Party On, bros.

MAX ELASTIC BOSS PANT

15K SHELL BLASTER DROP

Max Blue

Max Black
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 15K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Relaxed
• 2 Layer Shell
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Glacier construction
• Durable Stretch Canvas outer fabric
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK zippers with durable Glacier Series zipper pullers throughout
• Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
• 2-way zipper at center front - easy pee-zy!
• Built-in woven nylon waist belt
• Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• 5 zippered pockets
• Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff cinch
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Ladder lock side body adjustments
• Laminated storm flaps with bar tack reinforcement
• Hypalon Airblaster patch at both chest and knee

15K

Rugged and versatile. From spring laps with a hoody underneath, to slaying waist 
deep powder in full armor, the Krill Bib delivers. It utilizes durable 4-way stretch, 15K 
waterproof outer fabric in every panel for maximum protection and freedom of move-
ment. Full front chest zip has a 2-way zipper for easy pee-zy bathroom breaks, and 
dual chest pockets keep your valuable goods close at hand.

Dark RedLB LizardBlack

STRETCH KRILL BIB

RELAXEDSHELL

Hypalon Airblaster patch at both chest and knee

Ladder lock side body adjustments

Hidden draw cord at lower leg hem, for optional cuff cinch 

Built-in woven nylon waist belt

Adjustable elastic shoulder straps

Dark Gold Sandstone
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WARMEST BLASTER FIT15K

Vintage snowboard jacket from the future... the year 3000 to be exact.  With full 
seam taping, 15K waterproof laminated outer fabric, zonal insulation, and a YKK 
Aquaguard® zippered media pocket, the Grampy 3000 packs a plethora of premium 
features into a tight package.  Did we mention the micro-ripstop shell fabric that we 
employed for lightweight durability?  This here is what we call a fully featured future 
classic.

GRAMPY JACKET 3000

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 15K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster Fit
• Zonal Synthetic Insulation: 100g body, 80g sleeves
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Glacier construction
• Matte Nylon Micro-ripstop outer fabric
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof chest pocket zipper
• Flatlace drawcord adjustable hood
• 2 way zipper at center front
• 3 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• Hidden Napoleon pocket with media cord port
• Dual entry hand pockets
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Removable powder skirt with pass pocket window
• Mesh goggle pocket inside
• Hypalon Airblaster patch at chest

Vintage Black

Grizzly

Oxblood BoneOG Dinoflage

Hypalon Airblaster patch at chest 

Lycra wrist gaiters

Hidden Napoleon pocket with media cord port

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof chest pocket zipper

Matte Nylon Micro-ripstop outer fabric
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WARMEST BLASTER LONG15K

SHELL15K RELAXED

Ex future classic turned undercover stretch future chill. Airblaster began with Air 
Leashes... big, rowdy, airpill-emblazoned leg straps that let the world know that you 
came to party! Air Leashes evolved into Leg Bags. Leg Bags crept upward and were 
fused into the leg of our original Hip Bag pant, a coveted mid-00’s garment destined 
for eventual resurrection right about now. 15K, full seam taping, full stretch.

Simple, but not basic. Channeling the ghost of Christmas Past (who was known to rip 
the slopes in an OG Toaster Jacket) the Airblaster Heritage Parka combines clean lines 
with fun times, and the perfect amount of insulation. 15K waterproof fabric is offered in 
classic colors, and topped off with Airblaster palm tree branding on the chest, remind-
ing you to enter vacation mode as you stay warm, stay dry, and Stay Wild!

Black Night Spruce PuddleGrizzly

AtlanticBlack

HIP BAG PANT

HERITAGE PARKA

Night Spruce Rust Sand

Bang zip at bottom opening

Mesh-lined zippered outer leg vents

High density raised Airpill embroidery on right thigh panel

Airblaster Palm Tree Vacation rubberized patch at left chest

Hidden Napoleon pocket with media cord port

2 way zipper at center front
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StormRustNight SpruceBlack OG Dino

HE Teal

15K WARMER

Full Freedom, with a side of warmth. The Airblaster Insulated Freedom Suit offers all 
of the protection of our traditional Freedom Suit, plus a touch of extra warming pow-
er, thanks to our strategic 60/40 zonal insulation. That’s 60g synthetic fill around the 
torso, with 40g in the hood, arms, and legs.  This combination puts a bit of puff where 
you need it most, while keeping mobility high enough that you’ll forget it’s even there.

BLASTER FIT RELAXEDSHELL15K

Black Grizzly LB Lizard Max Blue

The Ninja Suit of outerwear! The seamless protection of our trademark one-piece 
base layer, offered in 15K stretch waterproof outer fabric.  Want the ultimate powder 
system?  Freedom Suit outer + Ninja Suit base layer (with matching functional 
zippers at front chest and around the waist) = a powder forcefield that offers 
convenient bathroom breaks. Whatever mother nature throws at you, nothing 
protects you like a Freedom Suit.

INSULATED FREEDOM SUIT

STRETCH FREEDOM SUIT

BLASTER FIT RELAXED

Freedom Suit embroidery at wearer’s left chest

Napoleon pocket with media cord port under storm flap at chest

Mesh-lined zippered underarm and inner leg vents

2 way zipper at center front - easy pee-zy!

350° Waistband zipper for smooth #2s

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
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High durability outer 
fabrics with 80/20 

DWR finishing

Internal mesh 
goggle pocket with 
stretch lycra opening

YKK zippers used 
across series for 
rugged reliability 

Leg gaiter with  
with lace hook to 
seal out snow

10K / 10K laminate + 
strategic seam taping

Fixed powder skirt 
standard for most styles

Style specific options 
include mesh lined vents 
and stretch fabrication

Freedom comes from a legacy 
of hard fought toughness.  The 
10K/10K weatherproofing stats 
provide elevated performance, while 
maintaining superior accessibility.  
If you’re hard on your outerwear, 
but prefer something easy on 
your pocketbook, look no further: 
Airblaster Freedom Series will keep 
you progressing strong all season.

SERIES

FREEDOM
ME N’ S
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LAYERS & LOOKS

FREEDOM SERIES
10K PROGRESSION / SWAG SESSION

REVERT JACKET / BLACK
FREEDOM BIB / VINTAGE BLACK

BLASTER PARKA / OXBLOOD
FREEDOM BOSS PANT / DK SKY

TOASTER JACKET / YOLO
FREEDOM BOSS PANT / LIZARD

BLASTER PARKA / ATLANTIC
FREEDOM BOSS PANT / BLACK

REVERT JACKET / NAVY
FREEDOM BIB / FLAME 

REVERT JACKET / BANANA
FREEDOM BIB / GRIZZLY 
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 10K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster Long
• Synthetic Insulation: 80g
• 2 Layer Strategically Seam Taped Freedom construction
• Hammercloth
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK #8 Vislon® 2-way zipper at center front
• Flatlace drawcord adjustable hood
• 3 zippered pockets 
• 2 way zipper at center front
• Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents
• Embossed taffeta lining
• Elastic powder skirt 
• Ribknit internal cuffs with thumb loop
• Mesh goggle pocket inside
• Military-inspired Original Fun Product label at left chest
• Rear body Airpill screen print perfectly positioned for lift 

line flexing

BLASTER LONGWARMEST10K

Rugged, waterproof, and always toasty warm. Tough where you want it, and tweak-
able where you need it, the Toaster is as warm and versatile as they come. 10K 
Hammercloth at the main body brings the durability, while 10K midweight oxford at 
the hood and sleeves keeps mobility unrestricted. 80g insulation allows you to keep 
progression on the rise, even when the mercury drops.

TOASTER JACKET

Black OG Dino

Black Oxblood

Vintage Black Sand Grizzly Yolo

Rear body Airpill screen print perfectly positioned for lift line flexing

Mesh goggle pocket inside

2 way zipper at center front

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

Military-inspired Original Fun Product label at left chest

Flatlace drawcord adjustable hood
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 10K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Relaxed Fit
• 2 Layer Shell
• 2 Layer Strategically Seam Taped Freedom construction
• Midweight Oxford with durable Hammer Cloth knees
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK zippers throughout
• Fully adjustable elastic straps with heavy duty plastic clips
• 3 zippered pockets 
• Snap + hook-and-loop waist adjustment
• Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents
• Embossed taffeta lining
• Kangaroo chest pocket with fold over double snap closure
• Bang snap at cuff
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• AIRBLASTER embroidery on chest pocket flap

RELAXEDSHELL10K

Get deep into powder, not debt. Experience the full storm protection, epic fit, and 
solid design of an iconic Airblaster bib, at a price that won’t break the bank. You can 
keep your new fat wallet in the robust chest pocket of the Freedom Bib. Now, I’m 
no math genius, but if my calculations are correct... full pant + half jacket - debt = 
Freedom Bib for the win.

FREEDOM BIB

GrizzlyVintage Black

AIRBLASTER embroidery on chest pocket flap

Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook

Kangaroo chest pocket with fold over double snap closure

Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents

Snap + hook-and-loop waist adjustment

Fully adjustable elastic straps with heavy duty plastic clips

OG Dinoflage Black Yolo Fire
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BLASTER DROPWARMER10K

SHELL10K

Freedom, you say?  Yes, say we.  Behold the 10K Freedom Boss Pant.  Cloning the 
fit of our iconic Elastic Boss Pant, we’ve created a simplified version that we are 
practically paying you to wear.  Stretch twill fabrication and cargo pockets bring the 
pleasure, while 10K worth of waterproofing and zippered hand pockets keep the 
business casual.  Speaking of business casual, did you notice that Sand colorway? 
Stay casual. 15K, full seam taping, full stretch. 

With a clean drop-tail design and suite of storm-ready features, the Blaster Parka has 
what you need for a good time in the mountains.  Our durable 2-layer micro-Ripstop 
laminated outer fabric has been lab tested to 10,000mm waterproofing and 10,000g/m² 
breathability.  Further enhanced by hot seam taping all of the garment’s critical seams, 
this dish is finished with a crispy drizzle of fluorocarbon free Durable Water Repellancy.    

Black SandLizard Dark Sky

FREEDOM BOSS PANT

BLASTER PARKA

Black Grizzly Oxblood Bone Atlantic

Tonal AIRBLASTER embroidery right cargo pocket

Elastic gripper cuff at bottom openings

Built-in adjustable elastic waist belt for extreme comfort

Tonal AIRBLASTER embroidery on left hand pocket 

Cozy, non-brushed tricot lining at main body. Smooth taffeta in 
sleeves and hood. 

Drop tail splits with snap closure
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Long time team favorite--frequented by the likes of heavy hitters Len Jorgensen and 
Erik Leon--is the perfect combinaion of relaxed fit and 10K durability, with enough 
stretch for full mobility and freestyle expression.  We’ve updated the main body fabric 
with our tried-and-true Stretch Canvas, at 10K waterproofing.  The extra pockets let 
you pack your whole bag of tricks, with room to spare for new ones you’ll be adding 
daily.  With pants like those. 

It works, so you can party. We took the clean-and-classic combo of a chore jacket 
plus hoody, and turned it into a powder-ready storm crushing machine... complete 
with waterproof fabrics, seam taping, and a warming layer of insulation. The out-
come? A jacket that works nonstop to keep you warm and dry, so you can strap in 
and party all day long.

FREEDOM CARGO PANT

WORK JACKET

BLASTER FITWARMER10K

Black Sand Dark Red GrizzlyChocolate

SHELL10K RELAXED

Grizzly Black Yolo OG DinoflageVintage Black

AIRBLASTER embroidery at right hip

Mesh-lined zippered inner leg vents

Internal flatlace drawcord in waistband

Airblaster workwear patch at left chest 

Zippered inside pocket with media cord port

Flatlace drawcord adjustable hood and faux chore jacket collar
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Waterproof baggy jeans. What more do you need? They have pleats, belt loops, 
secure pockets, and leg gaiters to keep out the snow. The fabric is burley, with a 
10K waterproof rating plus DWR. The cut is baggy, with room to move for things 
like shifties, reverts, and even shifty-reverts. If you need more bells and whistles on 
your pants, we make those too. Search “Airblaster bells” and “Airblaster whistles”, 
respectively.

SHELL BLASTER LONG10K

SHELL10K

Back from ‘92, with no price change. The Revert Jacket breaks new ground by 
reaching into the past. Snowboarding is generally more fun when you have a water-
proof jacket. A hood can come in handy too, especially one that cinches easily to 
shut out snow. If you need more features, we make jackets with those. But if you’re 
happy with a waterproof jacket with a nice hood, then the Revert Jacket is for you.

REVERT PANT

REVERT JACKET

Black Leon PewterPuddle

BananaSand NavyBlack

90’s inspired BAGGY AF fit

Air Revert embroidery on back pocket

Ticket wicket eyelet on belt loop

Air Revert Patch at left chest

2-way zipper at center front

Adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

BAGGY
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Leon Pewter

Erik Leon has earned this.  A plethora of heavy hitting video parts have documented 
his uncommon combination of finesse and raw power.  To give back, Erik has formu-
lated CORE, a set of guidelines designed to lower the price point barrier of entry to 
snowboarding, improve environmental impacts of CORE products, and build 
access/positive community through support of outreach programs.

LEON REVERT JACKET & PANT

Leon Blue

90’s inspired BAGGY AF fit

Air Revert embroidery on back pocket

Ticket wicket eyelet on belt loop

Erik Leon Patch at left chest

2-way zipper at center front

Adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

SHELL BLASTER LONG10K BAGGY
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From the couch to the street, to 
the summit, and back again... 

our Landform Series offers no-
BS layering solutions. From 

10K fabrication pulled from our 
outerwear line, to cozy classic 

fleece hoodies and tee’s, Landform 
has the essentials to keep you 

covered in transition.

Elastic waistband  
+ single belt loop 

for key clip

Best-in-class  
technical fabrics 
crossed over from 
outerwear 

Printed internal 
linings, with a 

variety of shell and 
insulation options

Mesh gusset for  
ventilation and  
freedom of movement

FC-free Durable Water 
Repellency treatment 
on all outerwear fabrics

Medium fits for stand-
alone use as well as 
layering applications

Bonded technical 
fleece has Waffle 

Wick backing 

Zippered hand pockets 
keep valuables safe  
during travel

LANDFORM SERIES
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NavyVintage Black

Black Night Spruce

ECO DWR WARMEST BLASTER FIT

BLASTER FITECO DWR WARMEST

Ultralight 40 Denier ripstop outer plus 170g Primaloft® fill make this the most pack-
able layer we’ve ever offered.  With warmth-to-weight ratio maximized, the Beast 
Puffin excels as a pack-friendly piece for split touring, a cush mid layer for chilly 
chairlift rides, or a coffee cruising torso quilt for blustery down days...  quickly taking 
the throne as your new favorite source of warmth.

More insulation = more Puffin. Double cheeseburgers, Double Stuff Oreos, Double 
overhead waves, and now this: With double the insulation of the original, our 200g 
Puffin Pullover is cozier than ever. Chilling doesn’t even describe it, because you’re 
too warm to be chill. But whether you’re springtime cruising, layering up for cold pow 
exploration, or just chilling, the Puffin Pullover will keep you warm and fashionably clad.

BEAST PUFFIN PULLOVER

PUFFIN PULLOVER

Atlantic Mango Max Sand
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HE TealSand

Leon Blue Max Black

BananaNavyBlack

10K SHELL BLASTER FIT

The classic of all classics, made even more classic by the custom tweaking of Max 
Warbington and Erik Leon.  Warbs’ version comes with a unique Tre Wild crest at the 
chest.  Leon’s is made from the same 50% recycled Freedom Heavy Fabric as his 
pro model outerwear, with his trademark spray-painted smiley face screen print on 
chest.  Both include gradient Air Pill on the back, to maximize follow cam exposure 
and let ‘em know u blast.

The classic of all classics. Our Bruiser Jacket meshes timeless style with a modern fit 
and slight drop tail for added wet weather protection.  For 2020, we’ve added a pleat-
ed back yolk for increased freedom of movement, resulting in an expanded menu of 
board grabs. With 10,000 points of waterproofing, and custom printed tricot interior, 
the Bruiser jacket is your coaches jacket’s favorite coaches jacket.

BRUISER JACKET PRO

BRUISER JACKET
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HE Navy

HE Navy

LB Lizard

LB Lizard

Black

Black

Heather Grey

Heather Grey

The ultimate jogger.  Our sturdy bonded fleece places soft micro grid fleece against 
your skin for comfort and wicking tech.  The outer layer provides a street-ready matte 
look in black, classic heather grey, or one of our two collaborative artist  prints.  Mesh 
crotch gusset provides mobility and ultimate breatability.  Zippered hand pockets 
and key loop standard. Built for diverse environments from the coffee stop, to the 
slopes, to the couch, and everywhere in between. 

The ultimate hoody.  Our sturdy bonded fleece places soft micro grid fleece against 
your skin for comfort and wicking tech.  The outer layer provides a street-ready matte 
look in black, classic heather grey, or one of our two collaborative artist  prints.  Mesh 
under arm gussets provide mobility and ultimate breatability.  Built for diverse environ-
ments from the coffee stop, to the slopes, to the couch, and everywhere in between. 

TECH JOGGER

TECH HOODY
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TRINITY SWEATER

SASSY SWEATER

Sassy Santa

Pizza

Christmas Red

Yin Yang

Black

Alien

The friendliest sweater in town.  Rock this sweater, and realize that Sasquatch has more fans and admirers than the Olson 
twins in their heyday.  And now you will too.  Whether smashing the ugly Christmas sweater party, giving the ultimate Christ-
mas gift, or just running wild in the streets, this chunky knit sweater is the gift that keeps on giving.  Single or double shot 
available, scalding hot only.  

In the name of the Pizza, and of the Alien, and of the Holy Yin Yang, I now pronounce you the sweater of eternal greatness.  
Not since crust, sauce, and cheese got together in pizza town has a more holy trinity revealed itself to the world.  You’re wel-
come.  You’re welcome.  You’re welcome.  You’re welcome.  You’re welcome. You’re welcome.  You’re welcome.  Thank you.  
You’re welcome.
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AIR STACK HOODY

WARBINGTON HOODY

BlueSandBlack

Warbs trippin on some dat good flowers.  High CBD out do, get the markers out, esgo!  Aliens 
planting flags on uninhabited utopian islands while sea creatures hold down the depths, swim-
ming to and fro.  Welcome to paradise, complete with flowers, es GO!  Classic pullover hoody in 
dope colors with art by the one and only Max Warbington.  Its like a vacation you can wear on 
your body and take anywhere you go.

Settle in, this is where it gets good:  Air Stack?  Its when you sit on your friend’s lap and you 
both fart at the same time.  Still friends?  Are we?  I hope so.  You might even try it.  We hope so.  
Airblaster: we basically made up a whole a company so we could talk about this sort of thing 
more.  Blast Air all day, every day!  We’re not going to tell you how, you get out there and get ‘er 
done!  Snowboards, friends, and/or beans help.  Also this hoody.

LavenderGoldHeather GreyBlack BrownstoneFlames

AIRBLASTER UNIVERSITY CREW

VOLCANIC SURF CLUB HOODY

Navy OrangeNight SpruceBlack

RadoBlack

Surfing volcanoes is heavy.  Whether you’re cruising powder on Shasta, Hood, or with my friend 
Shasta Hood; surfing waves at the foot of a remote floating Japanese island; or shredding a blast 
of molten chocolate lava down the face of Mt. Vesuvius in your alien armor force field suit, you 
are GETTING IT!  Don’t stop.  Don’t ever stop.  Join the Airblaster Volcanic Surf Club with the 
simple click of a button.  Don’t wait.  Join now.

Did you score a 100 or greater on your SAT?  You are in, my friend.  Welcome to the land of flying 
shakas and tasty blasters.  Registration is free, tuition cheap.  Classes are optional.  Grade your-
self or don’t bother.  The education is the shreducation.  Meal plans are edible(s).  But you might 
have to go pro in front of the board for review if you show up late, backside 180.  What?  Diploma 
conveniently printed on the chest. 
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PIZZA CHILL SST

LEON BEAUFORT SST
Erik Leon boards like a freakin’ animal.  Lucas Beaufort imagines his own creatures, flowing from 
his fingertips onto the page in full colored splendor.  Airblaster-Master keeps that fun milk on tap, 
ready to guzzle.  The ultimate cocktail?  Mix these monstrous flavors together in your whirlygig 
with a handful of snow, pour into a chilled mug, and enjoy the concoction known as a Leon 
Beaufort.  Best enjoyed in short sleeves. 

Pizza is the ultimate balance.  Cheese and sauce can be thought of as complementary (rather 
than opposing) forces that interact to form a dynamic system in which the whole is greater than 
the assembled parts.  The term “dualistic-monism” has been coined in an attempt to express 
this fruitful paradox of simultaneous unity and duality, which forms the basis of life as we know it.  
We just call it Pizza.

Pacific Blue

Heather Grey

Pink

Gold

White

Black Glow in the Dark

Black

Black Gold

TEAM LST

ALIEN LST

Gold Pale PinkAshBlack

Aliens, dude.  Classic tractor-beam racing stipes down the sleeves, just like they did it in the 70’s, 
or the  80’s, or that one time when Aliens invented earth, then populated it with hairless apes, 
beamed down pyramids, left us here, came back to give us lazers, hoverboards, and the internet, 
left us here again, came back again, and wanted to be friends, like nothing ever happened.  No.  
Now we wear you on shirts.  End of story.

Airblaster began in 2003.  At that time, Airblaster coFounder Paul Miller designed the final version 
of the Airpill.  What a goddamn beautiful logo.  It represents a rocket ship with a circular window, 
shooting fiery blastness out of its tail to rally upward.  Turn it sideways and it becomes a pill.  But 
really its a study in balance, and a graphic grand slam.  That bauhaus stack of AIR over  
BLASTER?  Paul Miller.  All of that good stuff is right here.      

Orange SeafoamHeather GreyBlack
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30K / 20K laminate  
+ full seam taping

Articulated fits for 
movement in the 

mountains

YKK Aquaguard®  
Waterproof at all  
exposed zippers Primaloft® premium 

insulation has  
highest warmth to 
weight ratio

Flourocarbon Free 
DWR with ultimate 
80/50 performance

2L EcoVortex made with 
38% recycled content

2L Stretch EcoVortex 
made with 65% 
recycled content

Descended from a lineage of alpine 
shred domination, Beast is the 

culmination of 15+ years of Airblaster 
outerwear evolution. Inspired and worn 

by the likes of Barrett Christy, this 
is outerwear destined for legendary 

adventure. Beast Series garments 
keep you warm, dry, and performing 
your best, even when Mother Nature 

throws her worst.

BEAST
W O ME N’ S

SERIES 
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WOMEN’S BEAST SERIES

LAYERS & LOOKS

30K LAYERS FOR ULTIMATE PROTECTION

SASSY BEAST SUIT / NAVY SASSY BEAST JACKET / BARNEY
SASSY BEAST BIB / BLACK 

SASSY BEAST JACKET / GRIZZLY 
SASSY BEAST BIB / NAVY

SASSY BEAST JACKET / ATLANTIC 
SASSY BEAST BIB / BARNEY 

SASSY BEAST JACKET / NAVY
SASSY BEAST BIB / GRIZZLY

SASSY BEAST SUIT / ATLANTIC

B
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30K BLASTER FITWARMER

Zonal Primaloft® + 30K Eco Vortex  = warm and dry.  Winter sometimes gets cold, so we 
layered compressible 60/40g  Primaloft® insulation under our most waterproof outer shell.   
Whether you’re ripping laps, dropping pillows, or rallying the snow machine at 120kph, the 
Sassy Beast Jacket will keep you warm, dry, and looking right. Packed full of features and con-
structed with the best materials on earth, this is Airblaster’s ultimate winter jacket.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster fit with articulated arms
• Primaloft® 60/40g Insulation
• Fully seam sealed Beast construction
• 2 Layer laminated Eco-Vortex fabric made with 

recycled polyester
• 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof center front and chest 

pocket zipper
• Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
• 3 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• Media cord port through chest pocket
• Adjustable velcro wrist cuffs
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Beast trims package
• Removable powder skirt with pass pocket window
• Key clip inside pocket
• Mesh goggle pocket inside
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast Mountain triangle patch at 

top storm flap
• High density Airblaster print on rear waistline

Barney

Grizzly

AtlanticDark Navy

SASSY BEAST JACKET

High density Airblaster screen print at rear waistline

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

4 zippered pockets

Ergonomic 3-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof center front and chest pocket zipper

Primaloft® 60/40g Insulation
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30K waterproof stretch from boots to buckles. Bibs offer more protection from snow, 
more style, and just plain more fun than regular pants ever could. Our new Sassy Hot 
Bib is the culmination of a decade of development of Airblaster high-waisted powder 
protection, and we’re confident that you won’t find a bib that fits better or looks more 
fabulous than the Sassy Hot Bib.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Tailored fit with articulated knees
• Shell
• Fully seam sealed Beast construction
• 2 Layer Eco-Vortex STRETCH lower body, w/ lightweight Eco-Vortex bib 
• 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof stash pocket zipper at thigh
• Fully adjustable straps with elastic insets at back for maximum mobility
• 5 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered inner-leg vents
• Printed taffeta lining
• Bang snap at cuff
• Laminated Beast ticket wicket tab on waistband
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Beast trims package
• Key clip inside pocket
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast Mountain triangle patch at top storm flap
• Laser cut Hypalon Beast Mountain diamond patch at top rear bib

SASSY HOT BIB

30K TAILOREDSHELL

BarneySand GrizzlyNavyVintage Black

Laser cut Hypalon Beast Mountain diamond patch at top rear bib

Laser cut Hypalon Beast Mountain triangle patch at top storm flap

Bang snap at cuff

350° waist zip for easy bathroom access

Fully adjustable straps with elastic insets at back for maximum 
mobility

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof stash pocket zipper at thigh
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30K WARMER BLASTER FIT TAILORED

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 30K mm waterproofing
• 20K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster fit upper, Tailored fit lower with articulated arms and knees
• 40g Primaloft® packable insulation with highest warmth-to-weight ratio
• Fully seam sealed Beast construction
• 2 Layer laminated Eco-Vortex fabric made with recycled polyester
• 80/50 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof zippers at chest and front thigh pocket
• Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
• 6 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm and inner leg vents
• Printed taffeta lining 
• 350° waist zip for easy bathroom access
• Laminated Beast ticket wicket tab on waistband
• Media cord port through chest pocket
• Adjustable velcro wrist cuff
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Key clip inside pocket
• Mesh goggle pocket inside

Your cozy cocoon for epic powder adventures. Why compromise between fashion 
and function when you can have both? True style comes from confident commitment 
to your line, and there simply is no other solution that inspires more toasty comfort or 
powder-carving / feature-crushing confidence than the Airblaster Sassy Beast Suit.

Navy AtlanticSand

SASSY BEAST SUIT

Barney

High density Stay Wild Mountain print on left chest

Laminated Beast ticket wicket tab on waistband

350° waist zip for easy bathroom access

Mesh-lined zippered underarm and inner leg vents

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof zippers at chest and front thigh 
pocket
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SERIES 

From vintage thrift-lifted styles that fit you 
perfectly, to next level game changing 

silhouettes, our Glacier Series seamlessly 
incorporates pedigreed storm protection 
with progressive style.  Designed for the 

100+ day rider, the Airblaster Glacier Series 
offers something tasty for everyone, 

whether your preferred flavor is Mild, Medium, 
or completely Wild.

Zonal stretch / zonal 
insulation options for 
optimized performance

Mesh lined 
venting to regulate 
temperature on hill

Leg gaiter with 
with lace hook to 

seal out snow

15K / 10K laminate + 
full seam taping

Removeable  
powder skirt with 

pass window

Lycra wrist gaiters seal 
snow out and keep 
heat in

3 unique women’s 
specific pant fits, each 

with waterproof  
stretch fabrication

GLACIER
W O ME N’ S
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LAYERS & LOOKS

WOMEN’S GLACIER SERIES
15K STYLES FROM MILD TO WILD

LADY TRENCHOVER / GRIZZLY
STRETCH CURVE PANT / NAVY

LADY TRENCH / ATLANTIC HOT CORAL
HOT BIB / GOLD BANANA

W’S INSULATED FREEDOM SUIT / SKY NICOLETTE JACKET / LAVENDER
MY BROTHERS PANT / NIGHT SPRUCE

W’S INSULATED FREEDOM SUIT / SAND W’ STRETCH FREEDOM SUIT / H.E TEAL
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At the intersection of curve and carve. If you have curves and love to carve, slash, 
ollie, jump, and slide, all while staying warm and dry… then the Stretch Curve Pant 
might be for you. Are you are tired of having to decide between a snowboard pant 
that either (a) fits in the hips, but is 6 inches too long, or (b) fits in the inseam length 
but does not allow you to actually move? Welcome to your new favorite pant!

SHELL15K CURVE

You asked for it:  We’ve reimagined our crowd favorite Men’s Trenchover, with unique 
styling and an updated Women’s fit!  The fit is roomy but not overly baggy, and the 
design maintains Airblaster’s trademark full side zip for hassle-free entry and exit.  Our 
lightest insulation provides warmth without bulk.  The best part?  Being able to combine 
trios of harmonic color vibration for your enjoyment.  Please enjoy responsibly.

WARMER BLASTER FIT15K

STRETCH CURVE PANT

LADY TRENCHOVER 

Dark Lavender Grizzly

BlackSandstonePuddle Navy

Terry embroidery on wearer’s right cuff

Mesh-lined zippered inner-leg vents

Elastic + Velcro waist adjustment

Underarm vents + full side zip 

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

Blaster fit = slightly more room with medium length 

Banana Sky Atlantic Hot Coral Blush
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15K BLASTER LONGWARMER

Why elevate when you can levitate? Float effortlessly above the normal plane of existence, 
carried into the ethersphere by a torso cover so crisp that the chickadees catch jealousy. 
Transcending space and time, the Lady Storm Cloak envelops your torso in a cozy forcefield 
of storm blasting magic. Step 2: Go rip lines through the park and surf powder to double your 
levitation.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 15K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Zonal Synthetic Insulation: 60g body, 40g sleeves
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Glacier construction
• Midweight Oxford with Stretch Canvas at hood and 

pocket flaps
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR
• YKK zippers throughout
• Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
• 4 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents
• Plush satin stretch twill lining
• Media cord port through chest pocket
• Hidden stash pocket at wearer’s right chest
• Adjustable wrist cuffs with zipper
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Mesh goggle pocket inside
• Removable powder skirt with pass pocket window
• Key clip inside pocket
• Airblaster cosmic embroidery at left hand pocket

Partytime Red

BoneDark Gold BlushDark Navy

STORM CLOAK

Airblaster cosmic embroidery at left hand pocket

Adjustable wrist cuffs with zipper

Hidden stash pocket at wearer’s right chest

Plush satin stretch twill lining

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
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Sand Bone

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 15K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Tailored
• Shell
• 2 Layer Fully Seam Taped Glacier construction
• Stretch Canvas lower body, with Midweight Oxford bib
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR
• YKK Aquaguard® waterproof stash pocket zipper at thigh
• Fully adjustable straps with elastic insets at back for maximum 

mobility
• 5 zippered pockets
• Mesh-lined zippered inner-leg vents
• Plush satin stretch twill lining
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Ticket wicket tab on waistband
• Bang snap at cuff
• Key clip inside pocket
• Airblaster desert cactus woven label at top rear bib
• Airpill embroidery at lower right leg

Another Airblaster opportunity to skip the compromise and get the best of all worlds in one 
hot pair of bibs. The high covererage, 15K waterproof stretch oxford, and full seam taping 
mean that the Airblaster Hot Bib is nearly impervious to snow. The fit is dialed. Offered in 
epic solids and subtle tonal color combinations... Did we mention the Hot-ness that may be 
happening here?

SHELL15K TAILORED

HOT BIB

Black

WARMER

Airpill embroidery at lower right leg

Airblaster desert cactus woven label at top rear bib

Mesh-lined zippered inner-leg vents

350° waist zip for easy bathroom access

Fully adjustable straps w/ elastic insets at back for mobility

YKK Aquaguard® waterproof stash pocket zipper at thigh

Red Gold Banana Blush Insulated Black
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Black DK Gold

AtlanticBlack

The Iconic Airblaster slim pant with 4-way stretch.  Equally at home slashing cher-
ry-cherry pow-pow, launching side hits, and carving turkeys, The Airblaster My 
Brother’s Pant is cool.  They have become the favorite of so many of our Women’s 
Team, friends, and staff because the fit is dialed slim enough to be flattering, with 
enough room to do all your moves.  Also they look proper for apres activities, like 
horseshoes or ice skating.  

15K SLIMSHELL

WARMER BLASTER FIT15K

Iconic style with luxe features. Ample warming ability, a micro-Ripstop laminated 
outer fabric that is 15,000mm waterproofing and 10,000g/m²/hr breathable, and a 
soft-touch satin lining to welcome you inside… The Airblaster Nicolette Jacket deliv-
ers luxurious storm protection to keep you dipped and toasty.

MY BROTHERS PANT

NICOLETTE JACKET

Airpill embroidery at wearer’s right cuff

YKK Metaluxe® bang zips at bottom hem

Hidden side seam stash pocket

Airblaster snowflake embroidery at left chest

Plush satin stretch twill

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

Grizzly Banana Light Lavender

Dark Navy Night Spruce Oxblood Insulated Black

WARMER
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PUFFIN PULLOVERLADY BOSS

ELASTIC BOSS PANT

BRUISER JACKET

FREEDOM BOSS PANT

Cozy and functional crossover piece from street to 
snow.  Women size down 1 full size. Men’s size S = 
Women’s size M.

The Bruiser Jacket is built for shredders only.  
Wear it anywhere tho.  Women size down 1 full 
size. Men’s size S = Women’s size M.

If this goes, we drop the Women’s Elastic Boss 
Pant in 2021.  Ladies size down 1 full size in 2020.  
Men’s size S = Women’s size M.

If this goes, we drop the Women’s Freedom 
Boss Pant in 2021.  Ladies size down 1 full size 
in 2020. Men’s size S = Women’s size M.

Atlantic Banana

Chocolate Lizard

Navy HE Teal

HE Teal Dark Sky

Lady Boss is a Naima Antolin inspired collection of outerwear lifted from the boyz. Nai has been running 
a custom-painted pair of Boss Pants for over a year. She prefers them because they are comfortable and 

have an easily adjustable waist, and… they’re dope. The Bruiser Jacket and Puffin Pullover are natural 
crossover pieces as well, featuring unisex grading to ensure a proper fit for the ladies. 

Size down one full size to hit the right mark

NAI IS 5’ 2” 110LBS WEARING MEN’S SIZE S
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One-piece storm protection, with a side of warmth. The Airblaster Women’s Insulated 
Freedom Suit offers all of the protection of our Women’s Freedom Suit, plus a touch of 
extra warming power, thanks to 60/40 zonal insulation. Core warmth in the upper body 
comes from 60g synthetic insulation, while 40g in the rest of the suit keeps mobility high 
enough that you won’t know it’s there. Except that you’re even more cozier than ever.

SkyBlack SandLavender

The Ninja Suit of Women’s outerwear. Check the seamless protection of our trademark 
one-piece base layer, here offered with 15K waterproofing and ample stretch. The Ninja 
Suit + Freedom Suit combo has matching zippers at the front chest and rear waist, and 
is literally a powder forcefield (that offers convenient bathroom breaks). So whether you 
slash, stomp, cartwheel, or ragdoll... Nothing protects you like a Freedom Suit.

SHELL BLASTER FIT TAILORED15K

WARMER BLASTER FIT TAILORED15K

W’S INSULATED FREEDOM SUIT 

W’S STRETCH FREEDOM SUIT 

Black OG Dino Gold HE Teal Blush

Airblaster cosmic embroidery at left chest 

Bang zip at cuff

Mesh-lined zippered underarm and inner leg vents 

350° waist zip for easy bathroom access

5 zippered pockets

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord
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Freedom comes from a legacy of 
hard fought toughness. The 10K/10K 
weatherproofing stats provide elevated 
performance, while maintaining superior 
accessibility. If you’re hard on your 
outerwear, but prefer something easy 
on your pocket book, look no further: 
Airblaster Freedom Series will keep you 
progressing strong all season long.

Leg gaiter with with 
lace hook to seal 

out snow

Internal mesh 
goggle pocket with 
stretch lycra opening

YKK zippers used 
across series for 
rugged reliability 

High durability 
stretch fabrication 
used in all Freedom 
Women’s Pants

10K/10K laminate + 
80/20 DWR and  
strategic seam taping

Fixed powder skirt 
standard on all styles

FREEDOM
W O ME N’ S

SERIES 
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WOMEN’S FREEDOM SERIES

LAYERS & LOOKS

10K FUN + FASHION = FREEDOM

W’S WORK JACKET / GRIZZLY
STAY WILD PANT / OG DINO

STAY WILD PARKA / DARK GOLD
W’S FREEDOM BIB / LIZARD 

PUFFIN PULLOVER / ATLANTIC
W’S FREEDOM BIB / BLACK 

STAY WILD PARKA / SURF PINE
W’S FREEDOM BIB / DARK SKY

W’S WORK JACKET / SAND
STAY WILD PANT / NAVY

W’S WORK JACKET / ADOBE
W’S FREEDOM BIB / LIZARD

N
A

I / 5′2″ 110LB
S

 / W
E

A
R

IN
G

 S
IZE S

10K FUN + FASHION = FREEDOM
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WARMER

Insulated Black Lizard

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 10K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Tailored
• Shell
• 2 Layer Strategically Seam Taped
• Heavyweight Stretch Twill
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• YKK zippers throughout
• 3 zippered pockets
• Durable, low profile metal strap clips
• Embossed taffeta lining
• Elastic lower leg gaiters with lace hook
• Classic overall button closures at waist
• Bang snap at bottom opening
• Key clip inside pocket
• Chain stitch reinforcement at back lower leg hem
• Airpill embroidery on right cuff
• Airblaster woven label at front kangaroo chest pocket

Full coverage with easy 90’s style vibes.  The Women’s Freedom Bib is cut from a comfy 
stretch twill, with full freedom of motion and 10K waterproof protection built in.  Designed 
for hard play, these babies offer chest deep protection to keep you styling easy... even 
when mother nature throws her worst.  Which often means some of the best, as powder 
snow has blown into a gully somewhere and is just waiting for you to go rip it.  

SHELL10K TAILORED

W’S FREEDOM BIB

Black

Airblaster woven label at front kangaroo chest pocket

Chain stitch reinforcement at back lower leg hem

Bang snap at bottom opening

Classic overall button closures at waist

Embossed taffeta

Durable, low profile metal strap clips

Sand Dark Sky
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10K BLASTER FIT

Chore coat by day... also chore coat by night.  The Work jacket is a no nonsense winter job 
hoss.  It bucks bails, grinds rails, and might even sip a little whiskey if the time is right.  And the 
time is always right.  Except when it ain’t.  So grab your shred sled and lets get down to the 
hard work of playin wild.  With 10K waterproofing, 60g quilted insulation, and 11 out of 10 style 
points, the Work Jacket is ready to clock in. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 10K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability 
• Blaster 
• 60g Insulation
• 2 Layer Strategically Seam Taped
• Midweight Oxford
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR  
• YKK zippers throughout
• Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with flat lace 

drawcord
• 2 zippered pockets
• Classic chore coat diamond quilted exterior 
• Embossed taffeta lining
• Adjustable velcro wrist cuffs
• Lycra wrist gaiters
• Elastic powder skirt 
• Key clip inside pocket
• Airblaster x Lucas Beaufort silicone suede patch at 

back waistline
• Flag label at left side seam 

Grizzly AdobeNavy

Sand

Black

W’S WORK JACKET

Airblaster x Lucas Beaufort silicone suede patch at back waistline 

Key clip inside pocket

Elastic powder skirt 

Lycra wrist gaiters

Embossed taffeta

Ergonomic 2-way adjustable hood with lycra drawcord

WARMER
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SHELL10K TAILORED

WARMEST BLASTER DROP10K

Medium fit with Maximum style. From first chair to last, the Airblaster Stay Wild Pant 
keeps the party moving. Women’s Tailored Fit is flattering, but with room to move 
your body and add layers when the temperature drops and the powder gets fluffy. 
Available in colors combos and prints from Mild to Wild, the Stay Wild Pant literally 
has your back (side) covered in the battle against cold and mediocre style.

Stay Warm, Stay Dry, Stay Wild! Layered looks from mild to wild are created with complimentary 
combinations of 10K midweight oxford. A slim-and-cozy layer of 80g insulation tops off the 
suite of powder-ready features, to make the Airblaster Women’s Stay Wild Parka a top choice 
for mountain outings of all sorts. Staying Wild starts with staying warm, and this jacket has your 
back, head, shoulders, torso, and arms covered on both accords.

Dark GoldWild Tribe

Wild Tribe Navy Dark Gold OG Dino

Navy 

STAY WILD PANT

STAY WILD PARKA

Surf Pine

Stay Wild script embroidery at right thigh

Ticket wicket rivet on belt loop

Flatlace drawcord waistband adjustment

Stay Wild arrow embroidery at right pocket panel

Mesh-lined zippered underarm vents

2-way adjustable hood with flatlace drawcord

Oxblood 
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WILL NOT FOG //
PRACTICALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE

PILL AIR GOGGLE
Made in Japan, the birthplace of precision.  We have sidestepped the oversized spaceship aesthetic in favor of timeless style and world 
class function.  Air Goggles are harder to fog up than any other goggle on the market.  Take it from a bunch of sweaty faced Air Blasters.  
The flexible frame has minimal foam and maximal comfort, meaning you see less frame and more mountain.  

CLIPLESS AIR GOGGLE
If you truly believe that less is more, or if you wear your goggle strap under your helmet, or if that dang clip is just always in 
your way, boy do we have a revolutionary design for you.  With next level Airblaster clipless technology, there literally is no 
clip.  The entire goggle functions without it.  The scientific explanation would require more space than we have here, but 
suffice it to say that after one hour of use, you will literally be like, “What clip?”

Black Gloss (Red Air Radium)

Black Matte (Green Air Radium)

Purple Turquoise Gloss (Red Air Radium)

Lavender Matte (Amber Chrome)

Black White Gloss (Green Air Radium)

CLIP CLOSURE

NO CLIP CLOSURE

White Matte (Rose Blue Chrome)

Red Gloss (Green Air Radium)

Hot Coral Matte (Amber Chrome)
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LB AIR GOGGLE

HE AIR GOGGLE

This goggle has all of the attributes always found in every Air Goggle performance package:  
fog free function, flexbile frame, made in Japan with extra precise precision, decent price, 
timeless stee, and crisp lens combinations.  It also has custom Lucas Beaufort jacquard 
artwork built into the strap.  We said, how about ketchup and mustard?  He said how about 
black and mustard?  He was right.

Hannah Eddy is a hard-slashing, powder-surfing, art-splashing machine.  She’s a creative 
human whose accolades include world champion undercover professional pastry chef/ 
pro baker, continetal climate zone off-grid homestead pioneer, and in-demand artistic 
collaboration partner.  How did we get her?  We know people, who know people.  Also, she 
is our great friend.  This makes us really happy.  As happy as her “Everybody SUrfs” print 
should make you.

POLARIZED GLACIER GLASSES
All things in moderation, they say.  For being so polarized, our Glacier Glasses are super middle of the road.  Literally, they are good enough to 
provide decent sun protection for your eyes, but not so expensive that you will want to slap yourself many times when you drop them in the river, sit 
on them, or actually just still have them on your face even though you’ve been tearing your house apart looking for them for 15 minutes.  True story.

Black Matte (Amber Chrome)

Black Gloss Tortoise Matte Black Smoke

Black Gloss (Green Air Radium)

Yolo Matte (Amber Chrome)

Teal Gloss (Rose Blue Chrome)
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STORM HOOD Now upgraded with our 15K stretch canvas, the Storm Hood is slightly stretchier than 
ever.  The cool thing about our version of the clava-head-neck-scarf-gaitor is that this 
one is actually made of outerwear fabric, which is pretty cool because, hey, snow will 
fall on your head at times.  Who even cares though?  Nobody with a Storm Hood, thats 
who.  Because when you have a Storm Hood, you’re a total badass, and you have 
other things to not care about.  

AIR FLAP CAP I mean, c’mon.  Its too good.  Its like a little cozy fleece-lined jacket for your baby.  Only 
your baby is your head.  Head Baby.  Cute warm Head Baby.  Such a cuddly warm hat 
for Head Baby.  Head Baby is so happy and content in this tiny fleece-lined sleeping 
bag, with fleece-lined ear flaps for Head Baby’s ears to cuddle into.  You should 
probably get one for Head Baby now.  He’s heard us talking about it.  Head Baby 
remembers everything.  

OG Dino

Black

Grizzly

Black

Grizzly

Atlantic

HE Teal

Yolo
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MERIN0 NINJA FACE

NINJA FACE

Base Layer for your Face Layer.  If I could give you one fair and accurate description of the 
Merino Ninja Face, its function and purpose, its highest callling, it would be just this:  It is 
Base Layer for your Face Layer.  Nothing much more need be said, except that this version 
is made of  55% Merino / 37% Tencel / 8% Spandex, our unique blend is 45% stronger 
and dries twice as fast compared to Merino alone. We use only non-mulesed wool from 
New Zealand and Australia, because sheep are people too.

We’ve said it once, we’ll say it again:  This is Base Layer for your Face Layer!  Go ahead, say 
it, it never gets old.  We love it.  And we truly love the Ninja Face.  Its a low profile, packable 
life saver.  It fits well, keeps you warm while wicking moisture, and comes in a variety of 
handsome prints.  Try wearing it upside down for a real kick in the pants.  Gotcha there.  No 
really way to wear it upside down, except if you have a super fatty Schreck foot, this could 
be a heel-less sock for you.   

NINJA TURTLENECK You best protect ya neck.  Ninja turtle neck is a great option.  Low profile and warm with 
sexy print options available.  Packs away in a pocket without getting in your way, and 
prevents your facial softness from becoming leathery chappiquiddick when the wind picks 
up.   Now go Google Chappiquiddick like I just did.  That is messed, Ted Kennedy.  Now 
we both know some more history though.  Please be safe out there, and protect ya neck. 

OG DinoflageBlack

Black

Black

Far Out

Navy

OG Dinoflage

Pink Purple

Olive

Far Out

Navy Fish

Mango

Pizza

HE Hot Coral

Dark Lavender

Navy Fish
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Blaze OrangeTealGrizzlyNight Spruce

TERRYCLAVA The classic that started it all.  We didn’t invent this type of face mask.  But when we 
decided to make a single layer acrylic mask, we did something.  Everything we’d ever 
seen up until that point was a double layer face beanie that would have a Florida man’s 
face sweating in Antarctica.  And soak up twice its weight in kid spit.  Two layers, more 
like way two much.  Single layer, just right.  Airpill on there?  Even better.  BTW, you 
had me at ‘kid spit.’

TRINITY FACEMASK What took us so long?  Not sure.  All we can say is that we apologize for not doing this 
earlier, so you could be 10 years deep in Alien face mask by now.  Or daily doing hot 
yoga in your Yin Yang mask with no shirt on and awkward short shorts.  Get weird.  
Eat Pizza.  Stay Warm.  Embrace the Trinity, and in the name of the Pizza, and of the 
Alien, and of the Holy Yin Yang, I grant you eternal face warmth and good times. 

Charcoal Heather

Yin YangAlien Pizza

Black
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COMMODITY BEANIE This is a totally normal beanie.  Its good, but to be honest, its very normal. The two 
things that might make this beanie a little more awesome than the next one:  a) Color.  
We love color, and we’re not afraid of a little.  We like black too.  Black is actually all 
colors combined, so black is for people who really like colors more than anybody.  
2) This is Airblaster.  We write weird copy even for totally normal beanies.  That are 
actually the most awesome beanies. 

NICOLETTE MOHAIR 
BEANIE

This is the beanie that is responsible for the whole “Girlfriend Beanie” trend.  Which 
was started by random dudes that were mad about the whole “Boyfriend Jeans” thing.  
To get even, they started just grabbing their girlfriends beanies and shouting, “Mine!”  
But when they tried them on, they were like, “Yes.  This is happening.”  Its a thing.  Its 
hot right now.   Watch out ladies, we are coming for your soft-ass beanies because it is 
totally socially acceptable now. 

Heather GreyBlack

GrizzlyBlack

Rust

Mock Orange

Night Spruce

Aqua

Gold Dark Sky Blush Bone

Lavender
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GO MEDIUM BEANIE

 TEAM BEANIE

Go Medium or Go Home.  Its a tough way to say “I love you.”  I want you to have fun 
out there, push your limits -ish, but not go so wild that you pop a vein.  Medium means 
something different to everyone.  To some people it means like “not that hot”.  To others 
it means “middle type stuff”.  To some it is a person who talks to spirits.  Go Medium.  
And eventually go home.  Safe and Sound.  With some adrenaline, but no broken bones. 

The Air Blaster Pterodactyls.  The 1930’s ameteur Atlanta baseball team that literally 
nobody has ever heard of.  The place it all started.  The name.  The pterodactyls.  The Air.  
The hot air.  Oh, all the hot air.  And now they say that this Airblaster Team Beanie traps 
some air next to your skin so that it stays warm, while also letting a good deal of hot air 
and perspiration vapor escape from the top of your dome.  That is the darned truth.   

SQUATCHAMAMA Pachamama, the Earth Time Mother of the indigenous people of the Andes.  And 
Sasquatch, derived from the Salish word se’sxac for “wild man”.  Taking innapropriate 
liberties to co-opt, compound, and otherwise bastardize these important terms, we 
have therefore a literal translation of “Man-Momma”.  Squatchamama cap is the Man 
Mother, the dichotomous knit / fleece-lined crown, warmest of all the touques.       

Banana

Fire

Barney

NavyChocolate

GrizzlyBlack

Night SpruceCharcoal

Black

Sick Stripe

Yolo
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NINJA SURF CORDUROY

DAD’S HAT

Ninja Surf Club!?  Who wouldn’t?  Corduroy has whales, and Ninjas chop sharks, so 
could this hat be seen as a surfing safety device?  Probably not.  Also, pound-for-
pound corduroy soaks up the more liquid than any other material on earth.  Ever pee 
in your corduroy pants?  Me neither.  For sure not ever in first grade.  From totally 
different experiences though, corduroy is probably the best surfing helmet material.  
Decent hat material.

I got your hat, Dad.  Finally, when the ol’ Man wasn’t lookin, you snagged his hat.  Not 
the one from anytime in the last 10 years, when he was taking home hats from Jimmy 
Buffet micro brew festivals and modern tourist activities.  You scored that good ol’ Dad 
hat from 20 years ago, or however long is long enough to be cool.  In Dad years.  Dad 
cool.  Again.  For the first time. 

Grizzly

Dark Green

Night Spruce

Denim

Black

Black

Blush

Party Time Red
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MUD FLAP CAP Great for when the sun is beating down and you need shade to stay cool and un-
sunburnt.  Pro tip tho:  This Mudflap Cap has a soft bill and fits great under a helmet, 
providing a little extra drop tail protection to keep mother nature from licking your back 
neck when you’re up there ripping around.  With your mudflap flying.  Going Medium 
and not even caring who’s watching.  

Sand

OG Dinoflage

Black

HE Teal

BLASTER SOFT TOP Classic Airblaster Blaster Soft Top.  A nice lightweight hat to cover your dome.  Five 
panels, with snap back adjustment.  Available in Mild, Medium, and Wild color and 
print options to suit your style.  There’s really not much more to say, unless you 
don’t have much experience with ball caps ever.  In which case, I would like to highly 
recommend them.  

HE Teal

LB Puddle

Black

DK Lavender
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GRIP IT 

& FLIP IT!
THANKS FOR SPENDING 
YOUR TIME WITH US.

Please remember, friends: You vote 
with your dollar. Every time you 
choose to buy or sell a product 
from an independent, snowboarder-
owned brand like Airblaster (instead 
of a meathead sports company 
or corporate subsidiary) you vote 
for snowboarding! You vote to 
keep snowboarding awesome, 
relevant, interesting, progressive, 
and flavorful. When you vote for 
Airblaster, your dollars go towards 
hard working snowboarders and 
their families, including some really 
cute kids. And some really cute 
puppies too. Every vote counts.

Thanks again, and please Stay Wild!

CATALOG CREDITS:

Design Lord: 
Austin Heikens

Producer: 
Jack Hewitt

Creative Direction / Copy: 
Jesse Grandkoski 

Photography: 
Kipp Hinkley
Brianna Lee

Production Design / R&B Consultant: 
David Dresbach

Chief Garment Imaginators: 
Melissa Grandkoski
Jesse Grandkoski

Finance Wizards:  
Tyler Scharpf
Chris Luzier

Sales King: 
Kyle Phillips
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Born into the mountains, used wherever adventure lies.  What is the Ninja Suit?  The 
Ninja Suit is the most fun and functional base layer on the planet.  The Ninja Suit is 
the most comfortable sleeping bag liner ever invented.  The Ninja Suit is a second 

skin that makes managing your personal microclimate a seamless experience.  The 
Ninja Suit is equally comfortable under your drysuit on a spring Grand Canyon trip, 
or as a last minute Halloween costume.  We strongly encourage you to choose your 
own adventure… and let the Ninja Suit deploy its grappling hook and scale swiftly to 

the top of your next pack list.  

1 2



FUN. FUNCTIONAL. VERSATILE.



4-way stretch  
wicking fabric

Front fly

350º waist zip for easy 
 bathroom access

Front chest zip 
for easy entry

Monkey palms

7-piece ergonomic  
Ninja hood

THE BEST BASE LAYER ON THE PLANET!

NINJA SUIT
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Keeping up with the Joneses? Try keeping up with the Cummins. 
Their combined time at the LBS is less than your best time, and 
I’m talking about the combined times of the whole family. When 
your Mom is the most decorated X Games medalist in history, 

and your Dad is a silent sasquatch ninja powder assassin with a 
turn sent from the heavens above, its safe to say you’ve got a big 

pair of genes to fill. Cannon and Ayla fill these genes naturally, 
and in easy stride. Cannon has inherited blazing speed and a 
godly turning ability from Pops. And Ayla is already an acrobat 
Ninja of the highest degree. Thanks Mom. But more than a set 

of individuals who are freakishly good at sliding sideways on any 
board they set foot on, the Cummins Family is a Family. And the 

family that Ninjas together… Stays (wild) together.

CUMMINS FAMILY
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NINJA TEAM

PAT MOORE 
Pat is one of the most talented and accomplished 
snowboarders of all time. He is that rare breed with an 
uncanny ability to slay any terrain in front of him, from 
the dirty streets to the high peaks.  Pat has been filming 
standout video parts for over a decade, including 
captaining his very own Volcom project, the legendary Mr. 
Plant.  Pat’s history with us goes back more than 15 years, 
to when company coFounder Paul Miller coached Pat and 
taught him everything he knows today.  End quote. 

HAILEY LANGLAND
Hailey was born in the year 2000 and is actively stacking 

Olympic and X-Games medals and accolades with no sign 
of slowing down. But Hailey’s mark on snowboarding is 
not just being etched by contest results: With incredibly 

smooth style, a humble demeanor, and a big smile, she’s 
quickly and correctly ascending to the status of Women’s 
snowboarding Icon. We are honored to have Hailey to the 
Ninja Suit Team, and excited to develop the next evolution 

of the Women’s Ninja Suit line together!

AUSTEN SWEETIN
Austen may best be described as the Energizer Bunny 
of snowboarding. He literally does not stop, he learns 
tricks in his dreams at night and lands them the next day. 
And without an ego to weigh him down, he just flies a 
little bit higher than the rest of us. Whether on skate, surf 
or snowboard, Austin rips full speed, no-holds-barred, 
balls-to-the-wall, 8 days a week. If his Rooster Tail movie 
is not already among your top favorite 10 minutes of 
snowboarding of all time, maybe you haven’t watched it?
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Black Ocean FireTriple Black

350° WAIST ZIPMERINO BLEND

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Schoeller® Nanosphere®
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch merino fabric at main body
• 4-way stretch woven wool blend water-resistant 

Schoeller® Nanosphere® fabric with at hood, 
shoulders and knees

• 350° waist zip - because the powder is better after  
a big dump

• Full length 2-way zipper provides easy entry and 
bathroom breaks

• 7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Ninja Star embroidery at chest
• Zippered chest pocket

NINJA SUIT PRO
Welcome to the Future. Designed for Alpine touring, the Ninja Suit Pro protects you 
from falling snow and ridgetop gusts so you can focus on quick transitions and 
logging more laps. At hood and shoulders, 4-way stretch Schoeller® Nanosphere® 
softshell provides ultimate water repellency and excellent breathability. At main body, 
our 2x Merino provides thermally dynamic performance and odor resistance.
At wrists and ankles, a durable low profile compression fabric rounds out the 
superior function of this next generation Ninja Suit.   

Thumb loops at cuffs

7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector

Chest pocket at Schoeller® Nanosphere® front chest panel

350° waist zip - powder is better after a big dump

4-way stretch woven wool blend water-resistant Schoeller® 
Nanosphere® fabric at hood, shoulders, and knees

Ninja Star embroidery at right chest
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Olive

MERINO BLEND

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch merino fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
• Ninja Star embroidery at chest
• 350° waist zip - because the powder is better after  

a big dump
• Full length 2-way zipper provides easy entry and 

access for nature’s calling
• 7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

350° WAIST ZIP

MERINO NINJA SUIT
The gold standard of base layer. Built from our proprietary merino-rich 4-way stretch 
fabric, the Airblaster Merino Ninja Suit is the standard to which all other functional base 
layers are measured. With 55% Merino / 37% Tencel / 8% Spandex, our unique blend is 
45% stronger and dries twice as fast as Merino alone. We use only non-mulesed wool 
from New Zealand and Australia, because sheep are people too.

MangoNavyBlack

Waistband drawcord

Thumb loops at cuffs

7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector

Full length 2-way zipper provides easy access for nature’s calling

350° waist zip - powder is better after a big dump

4-way stretch merino fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star 

embroidery
• 350° waistband zip - for smooth number 2s
• Front fly for quick access number 1s
• 7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

CLASSIC NINJA SUIT

AIRTECH 350° WAIST ZIP

It’s hard to beat THE ORIGINAL. This is the one-piece hooded base layer that started 
it all, developed to virtual perfection over the course of nearly 15 years of testing and 
abuse by our Ninja Ambassadors. Experience all of the action and fringe benefits of 
being a Ninja, while enjoying the undeniable function of the original Ninja Suit.

Austen Sweetin Hot CoralOlive Moose LB Puddle

Pizza OG Dinoflage

Navy Fish

Black

Waistband drawcord

Thumb loops at cuffs

7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector

Front fly for quick access number 1s

350° waist zip - powder is better after a big dump

4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star 

embroidery
• 350° waist zip - because the powder is better after  

a big dump
• Front fly for quick access number 1s
• Stretch-stitched neck hole with chin protector
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

HOODLESS NINJA SUIT

AIRTECH 350° WAIST ZIP

Ninja with the top down. If you feel claustrophobic in a hood, prefer classic mock 
neck base layer, or just like to let your hair blow in the wind, the Hoodless Ninja Suit 
is the base layer for you. We highly encourage you to step in, zip up, and enjoy the 
superior coziness of complete body coverage... with the top down.

Waistband drawcord and front fly

Thumb loops at cuffs

Stretch-stitched neck hole with chin protector

350° waist zip - powder is better after a big dump

4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star embroidery

Black HE Navy Burgundy Fish OG Dinoflage
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

• Women’s Specific Fit
• YKK zippers throughout
• 7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector
• Pony portal
• 4-way stretch merino fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
• 350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

Your cozy adventure companion. Our exclusive Merino blend fabric is the softest 
wool blend we’ve encountered, thanks to the marriage of Tencel with ultrafine 19 
micron brushed Merino fibers. Add the warming protection of one-piece design, and 
you have the finest base layer available! We use only non mulesed wool from New 
Zealand and Australia, so you can feel as good about owning this Ninja Suit as you 
do when you’re cozied up inside of it.

WOMEN’S MERINO NINJA SUIT

MERINO BLEND 350° WAIST ZIP

Dark LavenderNight SpruceBlack Sky Shadow

Waistband drawcord

Thumb loops at cuffs

7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector

350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!

4-way stretch merino fabric with Ninja Star embroidery

Pony portal
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Women’s specific fit 
• YKK zippers throughout
• 7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector
• 4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star 

embroidery
• 350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!
• Pony portal
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

WOMEN’S CLASSIC NINJA SUIT

AIRTECH 350° WAIST ZIP

THE ORIGINAL Women’s Ninja Suit. This is the one-piece hooded base layer that 
started it all, developed to virtual perfection over the course of nearly 15 years of 
testing and abuse by our Ninja Ambassadors. Experience all of the fun and fringe 
benefits of being a Ninja, while enjoying the undeniable warmth and function of the 
original Ninja Suit.

Teal TribeLB Mid Sky

Far OutBlack

Navy Stripe HE Lavender

Waistband drawcord

Thumb loops at cuffs

7 panel form-fitting hood with chin protector

350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!

4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star embroidery

Pony portal
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Women’s Specific Fit 
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star 

embroidery
• 350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!
• Thumb loops at cuffs
• Waistband drawcord

WOMEN’S HOODLESS NINJA SUIT

AIRTECH 350° WAIST ZIP

Let your hair down! If you feel mildly strangled by hoods, or prefer to let your hair 
blow in the wind... or if or a hood is otherwise just not your cup of tea, then no 
worries! We offer a Ninja Suit with all the same cozy and functional features of our 
Women’s Classic Ninja Suit, minus the hood. Enjoy responsibly and please Stay Wild!

Wild TribeHE Navy Mint FishBlack

Waistband drawcord

Thumb loops at cuffs

Stretch-stitched neck hole with chin protector

350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!

4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
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LAYERS & LOOKS 

YOUTH

YOUTH NINJA SUIT / PINK PURPLE YOUTH NINJA SUIT / OG DINOFLAGEYOUTH NINJA SUIT / PIZZA YOUTH NINJA SUIT / FAR OUTYOUTH FREEDOM SUIT / WILD TRIBE YOUTH FREEDOM SUIT / HE TEAL BLACK 
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WE BELIEVE THE CHILDREN ARE THE FUTURE
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HE Teal Lavender

Onesies!  Seamless coverage for kids doesn’t have to end with the Ninja Suit.  Add a 
Kids Freedom Suit to enhance your mini-shred’s experience!   The waist zipper match-
es that of the Ninja Suit, making bathroom breaks easy and snag free.  80g insulation 
and 10K storm protection keep em’ warm, and our Growth Responsive OuterWear 
(G.R.O.W.) system easily extends arms, legs, and your budget next year.  

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• 10K mm waterproofing
• 10K g/m² breathability
• Colorful hoods for easy visibility 
• Youth fit with room to G.R.O.W.
• 80g Insulation
• 2 Layer Strategically Seam Taped
• Freedom Ottoman outer fabric
• 80/20 FC-Free Eco-DWR 
• YKK zippers throughout
• 2-way zipper at center front 
• 350° waist zip for easy bathroom access
• G.R.O.W. = Growth Responsive OuterWear - snip 

stitches inside of cuffs to lengthen legs and shred for 
another year!

• Designed for maximum fun and freedom!
• Elastic band inside of hood seals out weather and 

stablizes fit
• Zippered chest pocket with media cord port
• Leg gaiter with gripper elastic
• Ticket wicket loop on waistband
• Bang snap at bottom opening
• Airblaster Freedom Suit embroidery at left chest

YOUTH FREEDOM SUIT

WARMER10K

Navy Wild Tribe

BLASTER FIT

Black OG Dinoflage HE Teal Black
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Pink Purple

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• YKK zippers throughout
• 4-way stretch AIR-TECH fabric with Ninja Star embroidery
• 350° waistband zip - easy pee-zy!
• Form-fitting hood with chin protectdor
• Full length 2-way zipper provides easy entry and  

bathroom breaks

YOUTH NINJA SUIT

AIRTECH 350° WAIST ZIP

The secret to longer, warmer days on hill.... For everyone! The simple, functional 
design of the Youth Ninja Suit makes for easier dressing and undressing, quicker 
potty breaks, and most importantly: Warmer, happier kids! Meaning an easier day for 
you, filled with less whining and more turns. The only new problem might that your 
kids won’t ever want to get out of their Ninja Suits... Fortunately, they also make the 
world’s best pajamas.

AP Critters

OG Dinoflage Black

Pizza

Far Out
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Unstoppable tornados of creative force, kids are truly the future.  Now if we could 
only just get through today with them… Thats where the Airblaster (Ninja Suit + 
Freedom Suit) youth layering system comes in, ushering seamless transitions, 

streamlining bathroom breaks, and delivering warmer, drier, happier kids.

YOUTH LAYERING SYSTEM

YOUTH
NINJA SUIT 

YOUTH
FREEDOM SUIT
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*Available exclusively in North America.

LOOK FOR THE 
AIRBLASTER

IN A SHOP 
NEAR YOU!

SHOPS: BUY 18 BLACK NINJA SUITS 
AND GET THE NINJA SUIT DISPENSER.

RESTOCKED WEEKLY SO YOU CAN 
ALWAYS FIND YOUR SIZE!

NINJA SUIT 
DISPENSER
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